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Holy Spirit 

“The Holy Spirit mediates between illusions and the truth. Since He must bridge the gap 
between reality and dreams, perception leads to knowledge through the grace that God has 
given Him, to be His gift to everyone who turns to Him for truth. Across the bridge that He 
provides are dreams all carried to the truth, to be dispelled before the light of knowledge…  
The Holy Spirit understands the means you made, by which you would attain what is forever 
unattainable. And if you offer them to Him, He will employ the means you made for exile to 
restore your mind to where it truly is at home.” ACIM WB.7.1-3, 3.2-3 
 

“The Holy Spirit is the only part of the Holy Trinity that has a symbolic function. He is referred  
to as the Healer, the Comforter and the Guide. He is also described as something "separate," 
apart from the Father and from the Son. I myself said, ‘If I go I will send you another Comforter 
and he will abide with you.’ His symbolic function makes the Holy Spirit difficult to understand, 
because symbolism is open to different interpretations. As a man and also one of God's 
creations, my right thinking, which came from the Holy Spirit or the Universal Inspiration, 
taught me first and foremost that this Inspiration is for all. I could not have It myself without 
knowing this. The word ‘know’ is proper in this context, because the Holy Spirit is so close to 
knowledge that He calls it forth; or better, allows it to come. I have spoken before of the higher 
or ‘true’ perception, which is so near to truth that God Himself can flow across the little gap. 
Knowledge is always ready to flow everywhere, but it cannot oppose. Therefore you can 
obstruct it, although you can never lose it.” ACIM Ch.5.I.4. 
 

“The Holy Spirit is the Christ Mind which is aware of the knowledge that lies beyond perception. 
… Before that there was no need for healing, for no one was comfortless. The Voice of the Holy 
Spirit is the Call to Atonement, or the restoration of the integrity of the mind… The Holy Spirit 
will remain with the Sons of God, to bless their creations and keep them in the light of joy.” 
ACIM Ch.5.I.5. God honored even the miscreations of His children because they had made them. 
But He also blessed His children with a way of thinking that could raise their perceptions so  
high they could reach almost back to Him. The Holy Spirit is the Mind of the Atonement.  
He represents a state of mind close enough to One-mindedness that transfer to it is at last 
possible. Perception is not knowledge, but it can be transferred to knowledge, or cross over 
into it. It might even be more helpful here to use the literal meaning of transferred or ‘carried 
over,’ since the last step is taken by God. ACIM Ch.5.I.6. Accept your Father’s gift. It is a Call from 
Love to Love, that It be but Itself. The Holy Spirit is His gift, by which the quietness of heaven is 
restored to God’s beloved Son.” ACIM WB.7.5.1-3 
 
 

This Glossary of Terms was created to add clarity to some of the terms used during our Miracles in Personal Healing
TM

 90-Day 
Program. These definitions were derived from interpretations by Robin Duncan, quotes and principles from A Course in 
Miracles, along with some basic definitions from Wikipedia and Internet Research, and are not intended to be all-inclusive. 
Many of the terms are not easily defined by words, as words are too limiting to describe the true nature of their meaning.  
The best definitions are those gained and defined by you, through your direct and personal experience. 

 


